Interactive Youth Expression: Giving Wordplay to all
Meeting Agendas

**September 11**th, 4:00-5:45.
Attendees:
John Albrecht
Alana Lively
Eugene Radcliff
(2 members of our group could not make it, however, 2 members of a second group were there, Bridgette and Eric)

We discussed their current website setup, what they want to get out of this project, when would be best to set up recurring meeting and when/how we could get direct feedback and ideas from the youth of the organization. He said the next big step is for one or some of us to come on September 24 to get the opinions of the organizations members during one of their major meetings. In the interim, we are looking into either upgrading moonfruit or finding an adequate replacement.

**September 24**th, 6:30-8:00
Attendees:
John Albrecht

John met with the younger members of the organization at one of their meeting to get ideas and brainstorm as to what they would like to have included on the website. Mr Donney Rose was out sick. Many ideas built off of previous ones, like a calendar, “upcoming events” on the front page, a spot to download the application to join, a way to build community with other writers, etc.

**Sept 25th 4:00-4:30**
Attendees:
Eugene Radcliff
Ravi Chimmalgi
John Albrecht

We met with Donney Rose to discuss the meeting from the night before, as well as how to move forward. Mr. Rose pushed us to get in contact with the other group and to find a way to split the work with them to get more done. He did not want to pick between two competing designs, or have to keep track of everything two separate groups are doing.